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Abstract
This note contains the description of eight basic communication incompatibility types 
and basic strategies to combat them. The purpose of this note is to remind software and 
system designers to design communication technologies which suffer as few reasonably 
unresolvable incompatibilities as possible.

Communication Channels of Complex Objects
For any  practical  concern,  communication occurs  between complex  objects.  Complex 
objects  hold  nested  mechanisms  which  are  part  of  a  greater  function.  In  order  to 
contribute to this greater function, nested mechanisms require communication. Hence it 
is a rule of thumb that communications are “layered” or “convoluted”. The nature of such 
communications  is  that  users  are often  interested in  the most  deeply  embedded or 
convoluted function which is most tightly related to their activity (cf. fig. 1). 

Figure 1: Human users manipulate complex objects which support operations similar to the 
ones used by the human user. Implementation of these complex objects demands heavily 
layered communications and complex information routing.
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If two objects with nested mechanisms can interact with each other without systematic 
errors  then  they  are  said  to  be  compatible.  Compatibility  of  objects  suggests  their 
interoperability -  albeit  the  term  interoperability rather  describes  the  potential  to 
rearrange objects in various ways for various purposes. The more versatile an object set 
is,  i.e.  interfaces can serve more different purposes than the original  one,  the more 
interoperable is this set. A set of objects which can only work properly in a particular 
configuration are considered to have low interoperability (or interoperability is absent). 

Interoperability  is  hence  a  property  of  object  sets.  An interoperability  technology  is 
developed in order to allow all objects based on this technology to interact with each 
other  in  unpredicted  but  meaningful  ways.  When such  technology is  developed  it  is 
necessary  to  consider  several  reasons  why  objects’  communications  can  become 
incompatible – as will be discussed in the next section. 

In order to organize observed compatibility or incompatibility problems, Tolk, Diallo and 
Turnitsa  [1] have  defined  a  system  of  seven  degrees  of  conceptual  interoperability 
where  the  first  bottom  layers  are  understood  as  “integratability”,  middle  layers  as 
“interoperability” and topmost layers as “composability”. The model can be seen as a 
spectrum where there is a trend to implement communications around “simple objects” 
with rich rigid temporal protocols at the bottom (“integratable objects”) and “complex 
objects” with many structural aspects but tolerant interaction protocols. So the question 
is just where the complexity is allocated: Is it allocated to spatial or temporal constraints 
and  are  the  elementary  communication  entities  complex  (fewer  powerful 
communication partners) or are the elementary communication entities simple (many 
simple communication partners involved). Figure 3 shows that “communicated entities” 
can be either functionally very poor (reduced to symbols arranged to exhibit adverbial 
intelligence) or functionally very rich (factual intelligence).  We chose to use different 
verbs for describing the activities depending on how complex these interactions are and 
how complexity of objects is redistributed among its technical representations (fig. 2). 
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Figure  2:  Objects  can  be  transformed  into  other  objects  which  have  higher  or  lower  
mechanism  complexity.  At  minimum,  the  object’s  static  structure  (data)  represents  its  
function.



Figure  3: Communication requires transport of entities (or “objects”). Some entities come  
with none, few or many real mechanisms which they can use to integrate with the target. If  
communicated  entities  provide  no  own  mechanisms  then  they  fully  rely  on  proper  
“processing” by the target environment. In other cases communicated mechanisms must  
harmonize with the environment.

In conventional theoretical view, nested properties do not play any significant role in 
defining communications compatibility but any practical  engineering endeavor has to 
spend a great amount of effort to find out if  and how all  necessary interactions are 
possible with given technology stacks (Fig. 4).
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Figure  5 shows  how  interfacing  objects  fx can  be  compatible  or  incompatible  given 
mechanisms a, b, c, d, e, g, j, k, r, x, u. Exact details of these mechanisms are irrelevant to  
us here. The examples highlight the necessity to organize stacks in such a way that they  
satisfy a description vector of the interfaces.  Use of such description vectors greatly 
simplifies creation and management of communication architectures but is usually not 
conveniently supported by software modeling tools. 

Figure 5: Compatibility of channels are only to be established if the same “stack” is found at  
each interfacing point (like Domino). The deeper the nesting the higher the thresholds for 
achieving compatibility.

The description vectors have a particular order which is shiftable for fit. For example, if 
an  interface  is  offering  a  provider  interface  (e,d,c)  and  the  consumer  interface  is 
requiring  (e,d,c,b,a)  then  those  interfaces  are  formally  incompatible  but  a  simple 
impregnation of the provider mechanisms on a carrier (b,a) will make them artificially 
compatible. This operation is eventually not “so simple” if (b,a) is actually a bidirectional 
technology with a significant amount of technological features which must be provided 
by  the  responsible  party.  Nevertheless,  the  use of  compatibility  vectors  can  help  to 
create mechanic compatibiliy-sensitive architecting methodologies. 

In  figure  7 we  see  three  situations  where  we  deal  with  objects  of  different  inner 
complexity.  In  uppermost  case there  is  a  natural  integration  between objects  which 
“influence” or “resonate” with each other. In the middle we see what happens if a simple 
object is “received” by a more complex object. The more complex object interprets the 
received object, i.e. it creates a functionally richer object with equivalent content. 
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Figure 6: Three fitting styles: a) exact match b) (re-)interpretation and c) adaptation

The  more  general  way  to  implement  communication  between  two  segments  of  a 
communication line is the adaptation. “Adapters” are usually thought of as simple middle 
pieces which are not further noteworthy. This view is far from correct. In worst case,  
adapters have to translate between two different families of objects which are built 
around completely different knowledge domains. In such case the adapter can be the 
most complex piece in the system.



Major Categories of Incompatibilities among Complex 
Objects
Despite that mismatch between technological interface description vectors can explain 
many cases of incompatibility, it is still not the full picture. There are other sources of 
technical problems which will lead to incompatibility. The following figure 7 shows eight 
incompatibility  types  which  are  very  commonplace  problems  and  prevent  effective 
communications if not addressed:

Figure  7:  Eight  common  types  of  object  incompatibility  which  prevents  effective  
communication
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A: Carrier Incompatibility

This  incompatibility  is  the  “classic”  incompatibility  and  is  the  result  of  a  mismatch 
between  basic  (“lowest”)  communication  technology.  For  example,  if  your  stack 
considers  TCP/IP  communications  as  the  “foundation”  then  absence  of  TCP/IP 
connectivity and transport will result in absence of communication. 

How to combat?

• Provide more than one carrier technology

B: Size Incompatibility

This incompatibility results from the inability to handle sizes outside certain limits. Even 
if formally compatible, exchange of very large amounts of data or simply data sampled 
to unexpected resolution can be enough in order to prevent factual interoperability. 

How to combat?

• Pay attention to possible extreme loads. Test your system with very high loads.

• Make sure that there are no hidden parameters in your communication system 

which the user cannot tune.

• Do not hardcode numeric quantities and use flexible frameworks

C: Semantic Incompatibility

Semantic incompatibility is still  the “classic” incompatibility but this time it is not the 
outer  mechanisms  which  are  not  compatible  but  the  innermost.  In  general,  this 
incompatibility is understood as the mismatch in business logic or concepts in use. Fixing 
semantic incompatibility is among the hardest chores as it is usually necessary to find a 
more  general  model  which  can  be  translated  into  each  of  the  special  models.  The 
general  model  is  more  powerful  than  the  special  models  of  sender  and  receiver. 
Alternatively,  both  objects  are  re-engineered  in  order  to  use  another  light  common 
model or mechanism which is often equally difficult to do.

How to combat?

• Provide a plug-in concept for your communication stack

• Provide means to add “knowledge” at runtime to your stack

D: Variability Incompatibility

Formally, two objects can satisfy the same technical conditions for communication (i.e. 
have the same “stack”) but will  exploit remaining degrees of freedom and legitimate 
variabilities in different ways. For example, there could be a service provider providing a 
data record where the variable x is in range [1,3]. This service cannot be consumed by a  
service  consumer  which  is  expecting  an  x  value  of  2  –  unless  the  other  service  is  
providing  x=2.  This  toy  example  stands  for  many  sophisticated  problems  in 



interoperability technology as software tools often are incapable to deal with the full 
range of possible object manifestations. 

How to combat?

• Plan and implement a graceful degradation concept into your software in order to 

handle  cases  which  are  not  naturally  supported  by  your  application.  This  can 
require a substantial user intervention – plan for additional user interfaces.

• Provide more powerful middle components (“gateways” which can handle higher 

variabilities  and  which  can  prepare  data  for  tools  having  more  specific 
expectations).

E: Expression Power Incompatibility

It  is  an  open  question  if  differences  in  expression  power  are  not  a  special  case  of  
variability  incompatibility  or  semantic  incompatibility.  Generally,  one  would  speak  of 
incompatibility of expression power if the parties use subsets of formalism on the same 
level  of  nesting.  So,  formally  they  are  compatible  but  technically,  they  are  not 
compatible. For example, if a layer defines four operators “+”, “-”, “*” and “/” and one of 
the  communication  parties  does  not  support  division  then  these  parties  will  remain 
incompatible in many situations. 

How to combat?

• Implement full spectrum of standards even if you believe that your software will 

have no need to use them. 

• Provide user interfaces which allow to enable and configure these “superfluous” 

parts.

F: Temporal Deadline Incompatibility

Temporal deadline incompatibility is  an important kind of incompatibility that is  very 
annoying to find and debug. Communications suffering from this incompatibility are not 
meeting necessary real-time requirements. For example things do not arrive before a 
time-out occurs, processing can take too long for the purpose or even race conditions 
between  involved  objects  can  be  triggered.  Temporal  deadline  incompatibility  can 
reduce system reliability down to a point where its use cannot be economically justified. 

How to combat?

• Design  your  technology  in  such  a  way  that  users  can  deactivate  or  trim 

performance of your communication stack.

• Provide more powerful (“slow”) and lighter (“fast” but “rigid”?) stacks for the user 

to choose from.



G: Reliability Incompatibility

This  brings  us  to  the  question  of  reliability.  Not  only  deadlines  but  also  various 
implementation quality issues can reduce reliability of a communication link down to a 
point where the communication is effectively not possible. For example, if a party does 
not implement error correction on received data and the communication lines are for 
whatever reason noisy then this lack of implementation quality will  lead to a factual  
communication  incompatibility  as  the  parties  will  not  be  able  to  communicate  and 
interoperate under realistic conditions. 

How to combat?

• Test, but seriously

H: Dynamical Incompatibility

Even if communication is successful in any of the other terms, one reason remains why 
communications  could  be  considered  incompatible:  dynamics.  A  complete  field  of 
control theory is concerned with laying out objects with proper dynamics. Many of those 
models are based on signal flow and some of the flows are purely algebraic but others 
are real. Usually this is an issue in embedded computing but note that this can be also an  
issue in business computing cases. Even if two objects expose the same interfaces and 
do engage in exchanges successfully, changing states too fast or too gravely or not fast 
enough or not gravely enough can yield a de facto incompatibility as the two objects 
cannot be put together in a communication frame. 

How to combat?

• Employ control theoretical analysis and do not rely on a particular tick rate

• Implement cross-tool synchronizers / transactions etc. for all kinds of functions

Conclusions
In this note I have summarized my understanding of communications incompatibility as I 
came to know during my attempts to design interoperability technology. I do not claim 
that this collection is authoritative, rather tentative and I see other meta-topics which 
harm compatibility, such as different ways to find communication partners (“addressing 
issues”) or formal attributes, such as standards certifications. My model is based on the 
idea that in communications there are “still” and “moving” objects which have varying 
amounts of mechanisms and structure in them. By this general  view I  hope to spark 
understanding about many difficult to nail “not working” conditions in technology and 
basic approaches to tackle them.
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